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Week 5: Applications 
 
1. ‘Specimens’ 
 
- Mill offers some ‘specimens’ for us to consider in relation to the positions 
staked in Chapters 1-4. His aim is not to give definitive final guidelines, but to 
show how to think about certain kinds of problems. 
 
- Recaps his major principles: 
 

1. We may interfere with the liberty of another in order to prevent harm 
to third parties. Interfering merely to prevent harm to the agent 
themselves (even to improve that agent’s wellbeing) is not permitted. 
 
2. That we may use legal punishments/interferences when dealing with 
activities that stand to physically harm others. 
 
3. That we may use moral punishments/interferences when dealing with 
activities that fall short of breaking the law against physical harm etc., but 
which constitute conduct that we deem to be unacceptably detrimental to 
the interests of third parties. 
 
[N.B. I suggested last week that we can make most sense of Mill’s 
thought here by drawing on his distinction in Chapter 4 between duties 
owed to self, and duties owed to others. Interference by third parties is 
warranted with regards only to the latter, not the former.] 
 

- Mill then goes on to clarify something perhaps left too ambiguous earlier: ‘it 
must by no means be supposed, because damage, or probability of damage, to 
the interests of others, can alone justify the interference of society, that therefore 
it always does justify such interference’ 
 
- So for interference to be justified it is necessary that harm is being caused to a 
third party. But that harm alone is not by itself sufficient to mean that interference 
is justified. For there may be other, countervailing considerations that tell against 
interference.  
 
- Important: shows deeply political nature of Mill’s position. Judgement will have to 
be exercised; we can’t just mindlessly apply a rule.  
 
2. First Example: Market Competition 
 
- Economic competition may cause harm to others, but is not sufficient to warrant 
intervention. 
 
- It is true that if we both go for a job and I get it and you don’t, then you are 
harmed: the winners of economic competition ‘reap benefits from the loss of 
others, from their wasted exertion and their disappointment’  
 
- But as a society we should tolerate this kind of thing because the overall benefits 
that accrue to society from such competition justify it. 
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- Although this argument appeals to consequences, it need not be a specifically 
utilitarian one. Anti-utilitarians can accept this argument: thinking that in 
questions of social policy, aggregate overall benefits are what ought to count 
most need not be based in a view that sets out to maximize 
pleasure/happiness/preferences/etc. [So I don’t think this is evidence against my 
earlier suggestions that Mill is not, at root, deeply committed to utilitarianism.] 
 
- However, Mill thinks that as an empirical truth governments tend to promote 
public welfare more effectively by staying out of market transactions. 
 
- In the past, people thought it was the government’s duty to micro-manage key 
aspects of the economy. But experience shows (paradoxically) that it is otherwise. 
Mill calls this the ‘doctrine of free trade’, and thinks that in and of itself it does not 
cause harms that justify restrictions of liberty, because economic competition is 
(on balance) best for all. 
 
- Around this time, Karl Marx was offering a very different view: the ‘alienation’ 
of workers from their labour, and the deep harm this necessarily caused. Both 
Mill and Marx are deeply committed to human flourishing – but with very 
different visions of how that might be achieved. Worth thinking on who has the 
better of it. 
 
- In any case, Mill is not a free trade dogmatist. He happily admits that there are 
times when unregulated market activity will cause harm, and should be dealt with 
as such: government can interfere with unsafe working conditions, and to 
promote good sanitation, for example. 
 
- Similarly, the rules of the economic game must be clearly laid down: fraud, treachery, 
force, etc, are to be outlawed. Mill – like Adam Smith – thought that the market 
was a political creation, and had to be sustained by political means.  
 
- Mill is not (at least to my mind) a small-state, right-wing, libertarian avant-la-lettre. 
(Think also of his emphasis on genius; does the market promote genius? It didn’t 
last time I turned on my TV…) 
 
3. Further examples: Trading Poisons and Drunkenness 
 
Poison: 
 
- Should people be allowed to buy and sell poisonous substances? 
 
- Many legitimate uses in manufacturing etc…but don’t want people to bump off 
their elderly relatives and annoying neighbours! 
 
- Solution: impose restrictions on sale and purchase in ways that would interfere 
with the liberty only of those wanting to use the poisons for ill. 
 
- A license and register system, for example. Targeted state interference can be 
made compatible with a wide-respect for liberty.  
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Drunkenness: 
 
- Mill has no problem with people being off their trolley so long as they are not 
harming others. [By Victorian standards, this is pretty unusual.] 
 
- However, if somebody’s drunkenness is causing harm to others, then society 
has a legitimate claim of interference on their choice of boozing.  
 
- And track record matters: if you have a history of neglecting your family, 
causing public disturbances, etc, when drunk, then we’re entitled to prevent you 
getting drunk in future. 
 
- Similarly, ‘idleness’ in and of itself cannot permissibly be interfered with – unless 
it contributes directly to e.g. the neglect of children (in which case, some 
measures might appropriately be taken to e.g. force somebody to do some work 
for pay). 
 
4. Offences against decency 
 
- So up until this point Mill does quite well.  
 
- But in a short paragraph, Mill manages to quite spectacularly back away from 
his previous hard-headed consistency.  
 
- He declares that whilst some acts ‘being directly injurious only to the agents 
themselves’ – and hence ought not to be interfered with when done privately – 
nonetheless ‘when done publicly, are a violation of good manners, and coming 
thus within the category of offences against others, may rightfully be prohibited’. 
 
He goes on: ‘Of this kind are offences against decency; on which it is 
unnecessary to dwell, the rather as they are only connected indirectly with our 
subject, the objection to publicity being equally strong in the case of many 
actions not in themselves condemnable, nor supposed to be so’. 
 
- But this won’t do! So-called ‘offences against decency’ are not ‘connected 
indirectly’ with the matter at hand – they are central!  
 
- I think Mill has in mind the performance of sexual acts between consenting 
adults that are fine in the bedroom, but not fine in the local park, or on the 
number 11 bus.  
 
- He can’t, however, simply present such a distinction as obvious – he’s spent the 
entire book telling us we’re not allowed to help ourselves to precisely the sort of 
assumptions that underpin such a distinction!  
 
- What if a consenting adult couple want to engage in park sex as part of their 
experiments in living? What if the rest of us are missing out by not being exposed 
(excuse the pun) to their alternative lifestyle? Surely Mill must consistently defend 
such activity. What’s going on here? 
 
4 Two Possible Answers, and some problems 
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- First answer: Mill the Victorian just can’t process the idea of public sex as an 
experiment in living, or entertain it as a serious possibility. 
 
- Second answer: Mill is picking his battles carefully; maybe he is not actually 
against such activities, but knows his audience will be. He doesn’t want to 
alienate them – so he hides his real, consistent – and shocking – view. [Problem: 
if this were what’s going on, surely he shouldn’t have mentioned it at all!] 
 
- But ask ourselves now, how we feel about e.g. public sex or masturbation. 
Assume it’s conducted in a non-aggressive, non-invasive way (perhaps unlikely in 
our present social context, but let’s imagine). Many of you will want to stop well 
short of saying that such things are fine for others, even if you certainly wouldn’t 
engage yourself. 
 
- Imagine special ‘copulation parks’, where you know people will be doing ‘that 
sort of thing’. If you don’t like it, don’t go in. (And don’t say ‘but won’t 
somebody think of the children!’ – let’s imagine an age limit for entry.) 
 
- If you’re still pretty uncomfortable with that idea, then perhaps like Mill you’re 
less committed to the ‘one very simple principle’ than you thought. 
 
- Notice again the deep and powerful effect and influence of custom on 
established moral practice. 
 
- Notice also that although we tend to think that we now live in a more or less 
Millian society, we’re actually a pretty long way off the radicalism that I suggest 
his principles really entail (even if he himself fails to follow them through). Mill’s 
brand of liberalism is in fact much tougher than often acknowledged. 
 
5. Issues surrounding second party responsibility 
 
- If second-party relationships involve harm – e.g. giving bad advice or 
encouraging attitudes that lead to harming others indirectly – then they appear to 
come under the remit of the harm principle. (Even if I don’t harm you directly, if 
I get someone else to do it as a result of e.g. my spoken activities, then my 
activities can legitimately be interfered with.) 
 
- So Mill may have an argument about hate speech after all: if my hateful speech 
leads other people (the second party) to do bad things to yet other people (the 
third party), then that speech can legitimately be interfered with.  
 
- Note this is not the same as the argument from Jeremy Waldron that we met a 
few weeks ago: Mill’s argument seems to be rather like the logic of the original 
‘no platform’ positions from university campuses in the 1990s – that allowing 
certain people to speak in certain venues is causally correlated to violence being 
perpetrated against minority groups. 
 
- Mill might be fine with banning ‘hate speech’ if it is causally connected to direct 
violence and harm against third parties, administered by second parties (i.e. the 
hearers of the hate speech). This is a different argument to Waldron’s – it relies 
on a stronger claim about causality and harm. 
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6. State Interference Regarding Unwholesome Activities: 
 
- Gambling and prostitution ought to be permitted so long as they don’t fall foul 
of the harm principle. But should people be allowed to run gambling dens, or act 
as pimps? 
 
- Difficult questions; Mill does not attempt to settle decisively. Insists on 
importance of judgement by policy-makers. 
 
- Admit it is a paradox that something ought to be permitted for individuals even 
though it causes that individual harm, but that others profiting from that harm 
ought to be restricted.  
 
- Not merely hypothetical or historical: think about Portugal, where psychoactive 
drugs are decriminalized for personal use, but still illegal regarding manufacture 
and supply. Is drug decriminalization ‘the worst of both worlds’, as some say, or a 
neat Millian solution to a complex social problem? 
 
- More difficult case: Sweden and the criminalization of the purchase of sex. Aim 
is to ‘liberate’ women from sex work – and to rescue them from harm. Looks like 
a Millian solution. But the evidence is mixed. Look at e.g. Jay Levy’s book 
Criminalising the Purchase of Sex: Lessons from Sweden. Not at all clear that the results 
have been good for women, once we strip back a lot of ideological ornamentation. 
 
- In any case, Mill might help us to think carefully about the complicated issues 
involved: separating out questions of harm, social impact, individual moral 
judgement, and how to make policy decisions about fitting them all together.  
 
- One thing I like about him is that he does not attempt to produce definitively 
from the philosopher’s arm chair – he accepts that philosophy cannot simply 
dictate to politics, whilst urging that it might have something useful to say to 
politics. 
 
7. Taxing ‘Stimulants’ 
 
- Can society legitimately discourage the consumption of e.g. alcohol, but also 
narcotics like opium? (remember that the mass criminalization of drugs is still a 
century away) 
 
- Taxation cannot be used to prohibit, if the personal usage of ‘stimulants’ harms 
nobody but the user (this would be to discriminate against some people’s private 
life choices). 
 
- However, revenue must be raised for the upkeep of the state. Some things need 
to be taxed – so it may as well be ‘luxuries’ 
 
- Furthermore, if harmful stimulant use is reduced by the effect of a tax, this by-
product of imposing a tax may be welcomed. It cannot be the aim of the tax, but it 
need not be lamented as a foreseen consequence.  
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- On the one hand, Mill looks a bit like a ‘nudge’ thinker of recent times; trying to 
push people in a certain direction by reconfiguring consumption incentives. On 
the other, his attitude towards drink and especially drugs is far removed from the 
hysteria and misinformation of modern drug policy and the insane, ineffective, 
cruel and harm-perpetuating ‘war on drugs’. 
 
8. Preserving future capacity to choose? 
 
- What about interference that is designed so as to preserve an individuals’ future 
capacity to be a free agent?  
 
- An abstract example: freedom to sell oneself into slavery? 
 
- Straightforward reading of the harm principle = if harm is caused only to the 
person selling themselves into slavery, then it must be permitted. 
 
- A more complex reply: individuals don’t really want to be slaves, as they’ll be 
giving up what they most value (free personal choice). So they should be 
permitted to do it – indeed, they are contradicting themselves in even thinking 
they should do it, and we need to protect them from such a mistake. 
 
- But Mill’s entire argument so far has been that it’s no appropriate for others to 
make these kinds of calls about what is in the best interests of individuals. He 
says we’re not allowed to prevent people from becoming alcoholics – so why are 
we entitled to interfere regarding slavery, if someone really does rationally want 
to become a slave? 
 
- A better reply: slavery pollutes the social and political quality of a society. It’s 
not simply a one-to-one relationship between master and slave – the rest of us 
have deep interests in not living in slave societies (think of all the institutions that 
need to go along with it, and the scope for abuse and suffering it opens up). 
Slavery is a metastasizing social relationship; it degrades the quality of life for 
everyone else. [This is what is wrong with libertarian arguments saying slavery as 
a result of a rational gamble made by contracting parties is permissible and just, 
because entered into on a contractual basis.] 
 
- If this is Mill’s basic line (and I think it is, more or less), notice that he need not 
be the ‘atomistic individualist’ he is sometimes accused of being. Politics is 
intimately concerned with social ramifications and wider implications, for Mill.  
 
9 Education and Bureaucracy 
 
- Education must be enforced if parents can provide it – it not, the state should 
do it. 
 
- But Mill is deeply suspicious of state education: creates a herd mentality used to 
control people! He looks very distant from us here, but recall his worries about 
mediocrity and the suppression of genius. 
 
- Similarly, Mill is worried about the rise of a centrally administered bureaucracy 
which risks stunting individual vitality and imposing uniformity through 
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governmental power.  
 
- Ultimately, for Mill governmental interference is a delicate balancing act: always 
in danger of subverting its own high purposes – when it aims to do good, it may 
inadvertently do evil.  
 
Politics cannot be reduced to the formal application of rules; it requires 
judgement. And that is why it is so hard to get right. Politics and philosophy need 
to interact, but not in any simplistic of formulaic sense.  


